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abstract

Climate change is real. Given the rising number of natural disasters affecting communities across the
globe, this is a universal concern for all. From warming oceans to the decreasing of ice sheets and global
sea level rise, we have problems. In the wake of increasingly frequent natural disasters, a community’s
identity is abruptly interrupted repeatedly – an identity built upon history and traditions created over
time, pulled apart over and over. When dealing with damaged communities post-disruption, another
identity must emerge, shaped to incorporate the need for future resilience, while acknowledging the
presence of the affected area’s past.
South Florida is very familiar with the impact of natural disasters. Hurricane Andrew of 1992
remains one of the worst and is referenced as the greatest possible catastrophic impact a single storm
could have on a community and its infrastructure. The Miami Marine Stadium survived Andrew and
continues to stand strong. The site has evolved identitiy over time – from boat-racing, to a concert-filled
stadium, into abandonment by the city after Andrew, to adoption by underground culture as a “graffiti
haven” – but it is now deteriorating significantly and in need of a new identity in order to survive. Due to
the continuity of hurricanes and subsequent flooding, along with the high projected sea level rise for the
area, Miami’s beach culture identity is also at risk.

» Keywords: Natural disasters, community,
sea level rise, climate change, hurricanes,
recovery, waterfront structure, concrete,
hyperbolic paraboloid, urban, water, nature,
human-activity, beach, disruption, restoration,
hope, optimism, past, preservation, design,
reactivation, future, resiliency
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The proposed intervention for the stadium’s new identity therefore brings to light a design for
the present and future – both a reactivation for the stadium’s past life and an opportunity for Miami’s
beach culture to outlast sea level rise. Redesign of Miami Marine Stadium will question the typical
layout and social structure of the beaches of today. It will anticipate the identity of future beaches for
Miami by acting as the curator in directing the relationships between the existing structure and its
natural environment.
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motivation

This thesis was initially motivated by the history and current state of my mother’s home country,
Nicaragua. The devastation of a single earthquake continues to have an effect on the prosperous
path the country was on at the time and sadly Nicaragua has never fully recovered. That once prosperous path is only but a memory to its people. Furthering my research on other cases of natural
disasters and the aftermath of the rebuilt (or neglected) environments and its significance to the
people of said communities, led me to focus on a particular site that I am very familiar with, within
my home town, Miami, Florida. This site was affected by Hurricane Andrew, which still holds a
traumatic remembrance to the people in South Florida.

10
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prefaceresponse to disruption

nicaragua1936 | predisruption

Continuing Nicaragua’s longest lasting hereditary dictatorship, Anastasio Somoza Garcia
becomes president. Under his rule, there is a boom in development and economy. New
infrastructure, such as government buildings, universities, hotels, shopping malls, etc. are
constructed in Managua, the capital of Nicaragua.

16
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earthquake1972

On December 23, 1972, at around 12:30am, an earthquake struck Managua, where half
of the country’s economy was based. Before the quake, Managua was growing as a thriving commercial hub with a beautiful capital center that brought the whole community
together. After the earthquake, the people of Nicaragua were forced with the decision of
relocating to the outskirts of the city or to live within the destroyed/vacant buildings. The
earthquake, along with political issues that piggy-backed the destruction caused by the
quake, abruptly changed the course of Nicaraguan’s history.

$

Approximately 800 million
USD worth of damage

minor

1

moderate

5

major

6 Nicaragua 8+

=10,000 people

400,000 residents

in Managua, prior to
earthquake

18

250,000 left homeless
after the earthquake

~30,000

10,000

injured

died
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postdisruption | present day

Development abruptly halted after this catastrophic earthquake destroyed 80-90% of the
city. Post-disaster, Nicaragua begins receiving international aid but the people never see these
funds take effect as Somoza uses the aid, instead, for his own benefit. Thus, leading to the
Nicaraguan Revolution and more destruction to the capital. To this day, Managua, and the
country as a whole, never fully recovered. The city, no longer with a center, is now an
isolated and odd patchwork of vacant lots and the skeletons of buildings left untouched
after the damage from the earthquake of 1972. The Managua City Tour scale model is all
that is evident of the once booming city.

20
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catedral de santiago“old cathedral of managua”

Of these neglected buildings, the Catedral de Santiago, or what people now call the
“Old Cathedral of Managua”, stands out physically and symbolically within the context
of the city. It is located near the lake in what was once the capital center. The Cathedral suﬀered, yet survived, multiple onslaughts of earthquakes in the past. However,
the earthquake in 1972 was the one that ultimately closed its doors. Neglected by the
government, but not by the people, the Cathedral plays a prominent role in the city by
continuing to hold large semantic value to the community. Although it is a constant
reminder of the catastrophe left by the earthquake that disrupted and changed the lives
and future of Nicaragua, its frame is still intact, and it is considered a symbol of pride to
the people of Managua as a testament to their past and the prosperity their city once
brought.

» The Cathedral’s grand appearance
makes it visibly stand out amongst its surrounding context.
» Time literally stands still of the day that
abruptly changed Nicaragua. In 1972,
the clock froze at the time of the earthquake and is kept today at the Museum
of National Culture.

National
Theatre
Presidential
House
Plaza

» A section of the historic city center/downtown
that consisted of many significant structures,
including the Old Cathedral.
» The Old and New Cathedral of Managua in
comparison. Rather than restoring the existing
Cathedral that has such high value to the community,
the government chose to build a new Cathedral miles
away from the old city center, thus, adding to the
new disparity in this vastly changed city. The New
Cathedral was completed in 1993 and cost approximately $4.5 million. Altogether, this created much
controversy among the people of Nicaragua.

22

Museum of
National Culture

MANAGUA

» View from inside the Cathedral
looking out into the city.
» July 1979. The Sandinista troops, a rebel
party, and the Nicaraguan people gathered at the plaza in front of the Cathedral
to celebrate the overthrow of Somoza’s
family lineage dictatorship.
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» A satellite view of New Orleans, before and
after the flooding caused by Katrina’s storm
surges.
» Due to the mass flooding, many residents were
stranded and forced to wait for help in their attics
or on their roof.

new orleanspre and post disruption

hurricanekatrina | 2005

New Orleans is a city that is completely surrounded by water and, although in actuality half of which lies above sea level, its average elevation is around 6 feet below sea level.
Consequently, throughout the 20th century, a system of levees and sea walls were built in
order to prevent flooding. Levees along the Mississippi River were overall sturdy, however
those built to restrain Lake Pontchartrain, Lake Borgne, and other swamps on the east and
west sides of the city proved to be much less reliable. When Hurricane Katrina hit the
United States, New Orleans was one of the cities that was greatly affected by the storm
and its subsequent floods. Prior to 2005, New Orleans had 30 percent of its population
already living in poverty. Katrina ended up leaving those who were already vulnerable in
even poorer situations post-destruction when 80 percent of its lowest lying, and also lowest
income, neighborhoods were flooded in the aftermath.

On the morning of August 29, 2005, a category 3 hurricane, with winds of about 127 mph
at time of landfall, made its way across Louisiana and stretched about 400 miles. There was
damage done to the state, but what followed after the storm is what ultimately marked Hurricane Katrina as one of the costliest natural disasters in United States history. Only one day
before the storm hit ashore, the state issued its first ever mandatory evacuation. After Katrina
made landfall, the subsequent storm surges are what led to multiple location breaches in the
levees and sea walls. Altogether, this resulted in a widespread of flooding throughout New
Orleans, Louisiana, stranding many residents in their homes and some even stuck in their
attics or on their roofs until help arrived.

category

storm

mph winds

1

74

2

95

3

4

130

110

5

156

» The initial worry prior to the storm was that
the surge could overflow some of the levees
and cause short-term flooding. The reality
was that there were multiple levee breaches,
where the water seeped through the soil
underneath and/or completely washed away
altogether, causing serious flooding.

$

More than 100 billion
estimated cost in damages

katrina

=10,000 people

500,000 people in New
Orleans, prior to Katrina
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100,000+ remained
in the city, with the rest
(~80%) evacuating the
night before the storm

~20,000 sought shelter
at the city’s Superdome

~2,000 died due to the 230,172 population in New
hurricane and its subse- Orleans, post-Katrina in July
quent floods
2006

~390,000 population, as of 2015.
Still not equivalent to pre-disruption,
but definite increase.
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then and now

The large devastation that took place in New Orleans grabbed the attention of many
outside sources, such as Brad Pitt’s Make It Right foundation or The Habitat Project.
Help seemed to be much appreciated, considering the circumstances the people were in.
When looking at the end result of the newly constructed homes, however, the question
comes to mind if there were other underlying agendas, or misplaced compassion, that took
precedence over the concerns and considerations for the people of the community and
the history or traditions. New Orleans, for instance, contains a large inventory of shotgun
dwellings across the city, and this particular architectural origins date back to the late
19th century, directly traceable to port-au-prince. Additionally, the people of New Orleans
are deeply attached to their community, a characteristic which makes them unique in
that many don’t stray far from their roots. In the phase of post-disaster recovery, some
residents, who now live in a Make It Right dwelling, feel disconnected and not at home
in their current residence. The pre- and post- Katrina dwellings are clearly evident and to
some even an “eye sore”.

then and now

» Distinct disconnection with the community’s historic built environment and the newly developed,
sustainable homes.
» Common find when searching for Make It Right
New Orleans homes is Brad Pitt as the central
focus of the photos.

Late 19th century shotgun dwellings »
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existingsite and analysis

miamiﬂorida | predisruption

» Miami city skylines in 1991,
before Hurricane Andrew.

34
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hurricaneandrew | 1992

» An example of what happened to most homes
in southern Miami. Mostly rural and suburban
areas got the brunt of the storm.

Florida is a state that is all too familiar with the hurricane season and the mental and physical stages that come with it...the warnings, preparation, anticipation, worry, and relief or loss
depending on the ultimate track of the storm. Hurricane Andrew made landfall on August
24, 1992 and at the time was the largest to hit Florida in 30 years. With winds reaching to
175 mph, it was the strength of these winds that caused the vast damage through South
Florida, rather than floods or surges. To this day, the people who lived through Andrew
will never forget it (like my family), and when the most recent hurricane this year, Irma,
was being compared to Andrew, the whole state went in high alerts and preparation, with a
significant number of residents evacuating at first warnings.

storm

1
74

2
95

3
110

4
130

$

5

Around 26 billion estimated
cost in damages in Florida

156

125,000 destroyed or

andrew

damaged homes

=10,000 people

More than 90% of all mobile
homes totally destroyed

x2

1.4 million left without
power for weeks, some up to
6 months
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250,000 people displaced

83,000 left Miami, post

160,000 left homeless after

Andrew, and never moved
back

Andrew
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host site | predisruption

host site | postdisruption

The architectural beauty of the structure itself
- with its grandiose spectator area and the
curvature roof hanging above, provocative of
the waves in front. »
The image of the Stadium’s built-purpose
- to be filled with the community of Miami,
protected from the sun, while watching the
adrenaline rushed sport of boat racing and
the Miami skyline on the horizon. »
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» Post-Andrew and years of neglect, the Stadium’s appearance continues to worsen. Dirty
water accumulated on the roof, spectator
area missing seats entirely or in overall broken
and rusted condition, faded graffiti, and complete inactivity from the people of Miami.
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host sitemiami marine stadium

“ralph munroe marine stadium”
location: miami, fl (virginia key)
architect: hilario candela
(pancoast, ferendino, skeels and burnham architects)
engineer: jack meyer

The Miami Marine Stadium is an iconic and beloved image of Miami, with the building
situated in perfect view of the water in front of you and the skyline of the city beside you.
This building -- once the heart of Miami -- was affected by Andrew but not condemned,
despite the contrary conclusion the City of Miami initially made. At construction, the Stadium was purposely-built to house boat racing for the city, however the site quickly adapted
to hosting many more events, such as floating concerts, political rallies, Sunday services and
more. The architect himself was pleased to see how the community embraced the structure
and took it as an open, accessible place. Post-Andrew, the people again adopted new function
for the stadium, due to the fact that its races and events were nothing but a memory at this
point, and turned the stadium into a graffiti haven. Once the function of this iconic symbol
was taken away, the stadium was kept alive throughout the decades by the community alone
and it was the presence of that symbol that stuck and captured the social memory of the city.
Ultimately, through this host structure, this thesis will explore the following questions when
working in communities affected by natural disasters: post-disruption, what happens when
the infrastructure’s performance/function is taken out of the equation? How can the history of the community be preserved to better facilitate the people towards recovery and offer
familiarity, post-disaster? Can this be done while still acknowledging the changes needed for
structural resiliency?
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host sitelocation

» Miami-Dade County is comprised of 34
municipalities and 37 census-designated places
with a total population of

2.693 million

Miami-Dade County border line
Municipalities (i.e. city, town, village)
Census-designated places (CDP)

Everglades,

Marine
Stadium

virginia key

population: Miccosukee tribe

FLORIDA

hig
h

ur

ris

es

ba

n

alo

ar

ng

ea

co

as

,
t

suburbs

agricultural
area

Andrew
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Wynwood
8.0 mi

Little Havana
6.0-8.0 mi

Miami Beach
10.0-13.5 mi
Brickell/Downtown
3.4-4.5 mi

Marine
Stadium

Marine
Stadium

Coconut Grove
5.0 miles

Key Biscayne
4.0 mi
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Single-Family

Office

CITY OF MIAMI population: 453,579

2-Family Duplexes

Mixed Use-Business/Residential

Mobile Homes

MIAMI BEACH population: 91,917

Institutional

Townhouses

KEY BISCAYNE population: 13,019

Airports, Ports

Single-Family

Communications, Utilities, Terminals

2-Family Duplexes

Agriculture

Hotels, Motels

Parks, Preserves, Conservation Areas

Commercial, Shopping
Centers

Inland Waters

0

2.25

0

3.75

1:192,000
4.5

7.5

GIS Solution S ervices and G IS Technic al Support G roups

9 mi
15 km

» The Marine Stadium is surrounded by Miami’s
most urban and popular neighborhoods, all of
which are accessible within just a few miles .
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neighborhood hilights

wynwood
little havana

south beach

brickell/downtown

MIAMI MARINE STADIUM

coconut grove
key biscayne
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older adults (40-64)
34.5%

younger adults
39.1%
older adults

younger adults (22-39)
children (0-17)
senior (65+)

90.1%
hispanic

53.9%
hispanic

wynwood
little havana

5.11%
college (18-21)

children

senior

33.1%

5.25%
college

40.9%

south beach

brickell/downtown

61.6%
hispanic

46.2%
hispanic

MIAMI MARINE STADIUM
2.91%

2.78%

36.6%

34.4%

56.8%
white

coconut grove

56.4%
hispanic
key biscayne

2.23%

2.17%
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host sitevirginia key

» Shape of the man-made
basin mimics the shape of the
Circus Maximus in Rome.
» 1947, prior to the construction of the Miami Marine
Stadium and the basin.
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Civic Space/Parks
Natural
Civic Institutional
traffic roads

The Rusty Pelican*
Whiskey’s Joe Bar & Grill

City Boundary

MAST High school Academy
University of Miami Oceans & Human
Health Center
Dade Marine Institute

Historic Preservation

Miami Seaquarium*

Site Accessibility:

Virginia Key North Point Trails
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Rickenbacker Causeway
bicycle dedicated lanes

bicycle and walking trails

bicycle-friendly roads

dirt/unpaved trails
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host siteclimate analysis

avg.

max.
MPH winds

30-70

>70

relative humidity %
32-69

69-81

81-100

90

100

80

80

dry bulb x relative humidity

min.

temperature range

100

70
60
50
40
record high/low

30

temperature (°F)

20

WINTER MONTHS
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JU

NE

DE

C

N
AN

UA

L

SPRING MONTHS

60
40
4

8 12 16 20 24
DECEMBER

dry bulb

100
80
60
40

average high
average low

humidity

4

8

December 21
9am

December 21
1pm

December 21
5pm

June 21
9am

June 21
1pm

June 21
5pm

12 16 20 24
JUNE

SUMMER MONTHS
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N

N
winter solstice
DECEMBER 21

summer solstice
JUNE 21

7PM

5AM

5AM

7PM

7AM
7AM

5PM

5PM
9AM
3PM
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1PM

11AM

9AM
3PM
1PM

11AM
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host sitedocumentation

N

points of entry

points of entry

» Only 8 structural columns supporting the
entire span of the roof along with a series of
beams supporting the 6,600-seat stadium
raking.

» The following drawings for the existing
documentation are scaled to fit to page.
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112' 0"

326' 4"

In section view, one can see the interesting
moments happening underneath the vast
raking of the stadium seats; as well as the
circulation means to access both levels of the
seats (mid-level and water level). »

The Miami Marine Stadium is very large in
scale, and could even be comparable to
the scale of a football field. The layout of the
stadium could be visibly divided into 8 vertical
sections (plan view), spanning about 40 feet
within each section. »

60

football ﬁeld

160' 0"

~41’

360’ 0”
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chronologyof site

2012

2009

1987

December 1963
Marine Stadium
Opening as first stadium
purposely-built for powerboat
racing, after just 6 months
of construction. The basin, as
well, was man-made dredged
for the boat racing out of the
mangroves. Architect, Hilario
Candela, derived his shell
design from mid-20th century masters he studied and
worked with at Georgia Tech
and in Havana, Cuba.
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...Stadium was quickly adapted
into other uses other than just
boat races...Concerts, Weddings,
Political Rallies, Graduations,
Easter Sundays...

Last Major Race Held At
Stadium. Around this time,
there was a decline in events.
The City was operating the
building and it wasn’t adept to
run a venue like this.

Hurricane Andrew, Category
5, Hits South Florida in MidAugust, 1992.
The City of Miami condemned the Stadium due to
cracks in the foundation and
even applied to FEMA to receive funds for demolishment.
The insurance company was
not convinced for the need to
demolish it and later ran an
engineering study themselves
to find that the Stadium was
still in fact structurally sound.
This, however, did not change
the fate of the Stadium postdisaster, as it continued to sit
as an empty shell for many
years and still does today.

2008

“Friends Of Miami Marine
Stadium” Is Formed. An organization formed with the sole
purpose of restoration for the
beloved Stadium. Their goal
was to renovate and expand
on the original vision of the
Stadium. Some organization
members include Hilario
Candela, himself, Gloria
Estefan, a Miami native, and
Jimmy Buffet, a past performer at the site.

Miami’s Historic Preservation
& Environmental Board Designate Stadium As Historic
Site

Restoration?

1992

2008

National Trust Declares Stadium As One Of America’s
Most Endangered Historic
Places

National Trust For Historic
Preservation + World Monuments Fund Name Stadium
A National Treasure
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words from the architect

“...that the community immediately adopted the facility - its not typical when a
new public building is finished and the
entire community makes it theirs - it takes
some time but this one sort of happened
over night.”
-When asked what the most exciting part was, after
its opening

“...representative of mid- late
20th century Roman architecture when modern architecture was right at its peak - the
1960s, after WWII.”

“There was a certain degree of 2
things: pride...for the architect, the creator, and pride of the community, that
there was no place for you to see boat
racing in a facility that was designed
for it. .”

“...took on an underground
life of its own, there was
continuous community use
through the graffiti artists so I
tip my hat off to them.”
-When speaking of the stadium, post-Andrew till present

-When speaking of the building style

“...the idea was that I
should do something
unique because Miami
deserved it.”
-Talking about the initial thoughts after Miami
was chosen from an international study to host
this stadium and his firm was chosen to build it

“...should be ageless, timeless...one of my most exciting projects.”

64

“During the 1968 Republican convention,
Richard Nixon was hugged by Sammy Davis Jr. - the community liked it so much...then
all the concerts started, Jimmy Buffet, The
Who, Queen, Leonard Skynard....”

“...it gave you that additional invitation so to
speak of feeling excited,
wonderful, but secure,
and then looking across
the water and seeing the
city skyline.”
-the cantilevered canopy over the seats
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sitepast identities

“

68

if these seats
could talk...

”

69

70

preandrew | 1963-1992

postandrew

Although purposely-built for boat racing, the Miami Marine Stadium was quickly adapted
by the community into a space that held much more than just that and provided for all types
of audiences. From concerts, where Jimmy Buffet jumps into the basin, to Easter Sundays
and much more.

Shuttered after Hurricane Andrew in 1992, the people of Miami still found ways to
adopt new purpose for the site and turned it into a graffiti haven and blanket canvas
for local artists to express their creativity in.
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presentday stadium

» The once lively Stadium now has this glooming appearance
when approaching the basin. It is still visibly accessible to
the public by water and is a popular place for the people of
Miami to visit while enjoying a day out on the boat, anchored
in the basin.

The reactivation from the underground community, after Andrew, was unfortunately short-lived.
The City of Miami eventually closed off any pedestrian access to the structure by providing 24
hour security. The Marine Stadium continues to attract community activity, either in the basin and/
or the large lot adjacent to the structure, but merely serves as a backdrop to such activity.

» The Stadium’s physical presence is slowly
deteriorating with the vibrant graffiti art fading
away and the 6000+ seating declining in
number and condition.
» The adjacent lot is still actively used to host
various types of festivals, with the Stadium
fenced off and inaccessible to the people.
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2

3
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panoramicviews
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interventiondesign process

interventionframework for host building

» PRESERVATION | concrete shell, leisure programming
» CONSCIOUSNESS TO SITE AND COMMUNITY | community first, social
memory presence, structure iconography, size generosity, context and site dialogue, participatory remembrance, dynamic demographics appropriation
» COHESIVE MATERIAL AND CONTEXT DIALOGUE | Existing concrete with
surrounding natural elements

» CONSCIOUSNESS TO THREE IDENTITIES | past (history of site and commu-

nity), present (current state of site and community), and future (required attention to climate
change and future disasters)

82
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designconcept

During his design process, Hilario Candela was influenced by the interaction between man, land and water, where the concrete structure is the
unifying element between the three. Additionally, the location of the building (seemingly cutting through the city skyline) and its final form - with the
geometric roof evocative of the waves and sailboats - provide a contextual
unity between the site and geography of the region.
The proposed concept still aims in preserving this connection between the
interactive elements and the contextual unity, however, targets it in a different approach where the intervened design will acknowledge the hurricane
effects in the area as well as the future climatic changes that await for the
site. The concrete structure will thus embrace its surroundings - of which will
eventually colonize the site - and over time, the stadium together with the
water and other natural elements will become one unifying unit, functioning
simultaneously.

84
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miami beachculture

Miami is a dyanmic city, commonly referred to as melting pot of cultures and experiences - with
its sunny weather, beautiful beaches, tropical foliage, vibrant nightlife, and seedy art scenes...
there is a lot this cuty has to offer. The locals and tourists both praise Miami for these luxurious attributes - mostly for the beach aspect, with having the soft sand grazing through your
feet, taking a dip in the refreshing Atlantic, and soaking up the sun’s warm rays. Of all Miami’s
attributes, its beaches are what are at risk with the significant rising evidence of climate change.
Looking into the future, what happens to this lifestyle when the sea levels have risen and that
once soft, hot sand becomes the sand 6 feet below the water surface?

56%
50%

46%

2012

66%

2012

86

63%

59%

2013

2014

75%

68%

top 5 most liked
features of miami
» By both domestic and international visitors.

2015

77%

2016

beaches
weather
south beach/ ocean drive
shopping
restaurants

top 5 places
visited in miami

74%

» By both domestic and international visitors.

2013

2014

2015

2016

The beaches
Art Deco district/ South Beach
Lincoln Road (located in South Beach)
Downtown Miami
Bayside Marketplace (located in Downtown)
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what will the beaches of Miamiʼs
futureidentity look like?
Miami Marine Stadium

VI

A KEY
RGINI

D OW N T

OW N M

IAMI

SOUTH BEACH

+1 foot
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+2 feet

+5 feet

+6 feet
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programintervention

spatialexperience

The Restoration of the Miami Marine Stadium will function as a
foundation to merge the Stadium’s past identities with Miami beaches’
present identity. The design explores ways to bring back the leisure programming aspect while addressing the issues of future disruptions that
will evidently impact the site. The result will provide Miami with a
new kind of beach culture experience - similar to that of the sandy
beach experience that the people are currently accustomed to - and
now taking place on an elevated concrete raking overlooking and interacting with the emerald green waters and the backdrop of the city.

The proposed concrete beach will thus steer away from the typical beach concept - still holding its important features to make the experience true to what it is - while also breaking the
linearity of the Stadium’s past circulation and rigidity of its existing structure.

beaches

Marine Stadium:

past memories and experiences

stadium

Miami Beaches:

beach culture experiences

*The Merge:

combining both experiences

90

The Future Identity:
existing and the new as one
unified element

*Concrete Beach
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designstrategies

entry points:

in-between spaces created

existing rhythm:

horizontal and vertical monotony
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solstices:

shaded vs. sun exposed zones

skyline views:

directing orientation & breaking monotony

water lines:

appropriate depths needed to support recreation
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solsticeanalysis

» Given that the Stadium is fully shaded for most of the day, the
desing aims to provide areas that can be fully exposed to the
sun regardless of the grand scale of the structure. Based on
the previous spatial stratgies, the resulted location of the formal
interventions give the visitors a diverse set of opportunities whether it be fully shaded while still enjoying the view or if its
getting close to the water and let the sun shine right on you.
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December 21
9am

December 21
1pm

December 21
5pm

June 21
9am

June 21
1pm

June 21
5pm
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interventionpresent identity

“

Miami Marine Stadium
was my favorite venue. I
don’t think there is another
place in the world like this.
-Buddy Byers, former hydroplane driver.
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”
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RICKENBACKER CAUSEWAY

water
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colonizedby series of systems

the existing:

concrete structure and rake rhythm

the insertions:

wooden interventions both adding
on to the existing geometry as well as
breaking it

the existing:

rearrangement of the existing stadium
seats to orient new views / create
individual vs. group experiences

the floaters:

movable bean bags to provide lounge
beach concept in a comfortable and
flexible way
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3.
6.
4.
Ground Level

2.

5.

7.

1. Boardwalks creating new entries (ADA)
to both bottom and mid -level of stadium as
well as making connections to the small sandy
beach and neighboring boat docks.
2. Miami CitiBike station as an opportunity
to make the Stadium a destination for the
locals/tourists using the bike system.
3. Ramp to access lowest level,
closest to the water.
4. Outdoor rinse showers.
5. Bean bag and kayak rentals.
6. Direct transition from kayak kiosk to kayak
launch into the water.
7. Personal bike racks.

1.
intervention present
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Stadium Level:
Concrete Beach Concept

intervention present
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Stadium Level:
Concert configurations
The large sunbathing and diving platform
functions as a stage as well, where it can
stay anchored, adjacent to the fixed piers, or
it can isolate itself and create new directed
views for the anticiapted experience. Whether
it be to move to a center stage location...
or become elongated and make a direct
connection to the stadium seats...or to simply
create a separate smaller performance
experience off to the side...the floating stage
provides flexibilty to the user experience. Additionally, because it is afloat, the stage is one
part of the intervention that adapts with the
future dirsuptions for Miami - as the seal level
rises the stage will rise along with it.

intervention present
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modular, floating stage:

floating stage:

pre-installed anchors at various points, in
front of the stadium, to connect to

114

polyethylene cubes
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interventionfuture identity

“

It was to celebrate the
point where the water and
land come together.
-Hilario Candela, architect of Miami Marine Stadium.
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”
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futureprojections | virginia key

Florida has a long history with hurricanes - whether its taking a straight, center hit by a storm
or dealing with the pending possibility of a storm’s path changing to either miss or slightly
make landfall. With the continuity of hurricanes and eventual effects post climate change,
what will become of Virginia Key? How will this aﬀect the Stadium, post intervention?

» Florida’s 100+ year relaitonship with
hurricanes. Each line depicts a storm’s path,
ranging from tropical storm to category 5.
» Virgina Key sea level rise projections.

IRMA,
2017
HIGH SCENARIO: PLANNING WITH
LOW-RISK TOLERANCE
YEAR 2020

YEAR 2040

YEAR 2060

YEAR 2080+

ANDREW, 1992
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Year 2100, +8.37 ft.
Year 2080, +5.61 ft.
Year 2060, +3.38 ft.
Year 2040, +1.77 ft.
Year 2020, +0.72 ft.
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lifecycle | material&elements

The Miami Marine Stadium has undergone multiple makeovers from its original identity,
both in program and in aesthetic. From a concrete, iconic look, where the structure was the
main unifying element to connect the land and the water...and then to a colorful, filled grafitti
canvas, where the art became a big change to it original identity. As time went by, the grafitti
became part of the structure and now are seen as one. With the proposed intervention, the
new material, black locust, will once again give the stadium a definite contrast between what
it once was and what it is now. However, as it continues on, the golden colored locust will too
become part of the structure as it fades into its gray-aged color...blending in seamlessly with
the existing conrete.
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» Black Locust is a wood material that is
frequently used for its outdoor longevity, due
its durability to decay resistance; and one of
its common uses is for boatbuilding.
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This study focuses on the history of federal policies in the support of communities – post-disaster – and
provides emphasis on ways to better the recovery planning process.

» The following sources provide
a historical analysis, along with
useful imagery, of the two sites
used as ideological precedents
that essentially motivated my thesis topic: Managua, Nicaragua
and New Orleans, Louisiana.

“Catedrales de Nicaragua.” Visitemos Nicaragua (blog), August 6, 2012, https://visitemosnicaragua.
wordpress.com/category/religion/.
This blog provided good insight into the Cathedrals of Nicaragua – including the one in the capital,
Managua.
CNN Library. “Hurricane Katrina Statistics Fast Facts.” CNN.com. Last modified August 28, 2017.
http://www.cnn.com/2013/08/23/us/hurricane-katrina-statistics-fast-facts/index.html.
Statistics, along with destruction photos, of Hurricane Katrina provided by the news broadcasting
channel: CNN.
History.com Staff. “Hurricane Katrina.” History.com. A+E Networks: 2009. http://www.history.com/
topics/hurricane-katrina.
Written dialogue describing the moments before and after Hurricane Katrina.
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Iuchi, Kanako1. “Planning Resettlement After Disasters.” Journal Of The American Planning Association
80, no. 4 (September 2014): 413-425. Art & Architecture Source, EBSCOhost (accessed October 4,
2017).
This article focuses on a couple regions in Japan, in addition to New Orleans, Louisiana, as it looks
into the resettlement planning and rebuilding processes post-destruction of natural disasters. The
engagement of community in these decision making processes is discussed and concluded as a key
element in the outcomes of resettlement.
Mallonee, Laura C. “Reconstructing Managua Before the 1972 Earthquake.” Hyperallergic. March 2015.
https://hyperallergic.com/189118/reconstructing-managua-before-the-1972-earthquake/.
This article provides insight into the scaled-model “attraction” of the “Old Managua” as an attempt to
keep the country’s once prosperous history alive.
Moronga, Jairo. “Managua Antes del Terremoto de 1972”. YouTube video, 07:30. Posted January 2016.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UQl9HI0evKs.
This YouTube video visibly portrayed the previous state that Nicaragua was in, prior to the Earthquake of
1972.
“Managua, Nicaragua: Earthquake of 1972.” https://uwm.courses.wisconsin.edu/d2l/eP/presentations/
presentation_preview_popup.d2l?ou=209841&presId=12330&pageId=7213&ak=&d2l_stateScopes
=%7B1%3A%5B%27gridpagenum%27,%27search%27,%27pagenum%27%5D,2%3A%5B%27lcs%
27%5D,3%3A%5B%27grid%27,%27pagesize%27,%27htmleditor%27,%27hpg%27%5D%7D&d2l_
stateGroups=&d2l_statePageId=299208&d2l_change=0.
Information on the history before the earthquake, the rebellion and destruction after the earthquake, and
the continuous rising poverty conditions Nicaragua has since the earthquake.
Nelson, Marla. “Using Land Swaps To Concentrate Redevelopment And Expand Resettlement Options
In Post-Hurricane Katrina New Orleans.” Journal Of The American Planning Association 80, no. 4 (2014):
426-437. Avery Index to Architectural Periodicals, EBSCOhost (accessed October 1, 2017).
This article discusses the practice of land swapping as a beneficial tool during post-disaster recovery
phase. It also discusses further a particular program developed in New Orleans after Hurricane
Katrina.
Rogers, Tim and Sara Miller Llana. “Nicaragua Quake Survivors Get New Homes – 40 Years
After Disaster.” The Christian Science Monitor. June 2011. https://www.csmonitor.com/World/
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Americas/2011/0616/Nicaragua-quake-survivors-get-new-homes-40-years-after-disaster.
This online article describes the conditions of current Nicaragua, decades after the earthquake. It
touches upon the poverty topic and how there are still people suffering from the earthquake’s casualties
and have been forced to squat in neglected buildings (destroyed by the earthquake as well).

Beckh, Matthias. Hyperbolic Structures: Shukhof ’s Lattice Towers – Forerunners of Modern Lightweight
Construction. West Sussex: Wiley Blackwell, 2015.
This book provided detailed information, along with plans and structural details, on hyperbolic
structures. There were no examples on concrete structure however was still useful overall in better
understanding the geometry behind such structures.

Samuels, Linda C. “Infrastructural Optimism [New Orleans].” Places 21, no. 1 (Spring 2009): 30-35.
Avery Index to Architectural Periodicals, EBSCOhost (accessed October 3, 2017).
This article discusses the rebuilding and reconstruction process, or lack thereof, after a natural disaster
hits. It focuses on New Orleans, post-Katrina and mentions programs such as Brad Pitt’s MakeItRIght
foundation.

Casciani, Stefano. “Working On The Docks.” Domus no. 913 (April 2008): 120-128. Avery Index to
Architectural Periodicals, EBSCOhost (accessed October 3, 2017).
This article provided additional photos and site documentation for the typological reference project,
Kraanspoor.

“The New Cathedral of Managua.” Architectuul. Last modified January 11, 2012. http://architectuul.com/
architecture/the-new-cathedral-of-managua.
Photographs and information regarding the building of the New Cathedral of Managua, which
brought some turmoil to the people and added to the neglect of the city’s cultural centre where the Old
Cathedral still stands, in ruins from the earthquake.
Verderber, Stephen. “Five Years After: Three New Orleans Neighborhoods.” Journal Of Architectural
Education 64, no. 1 (September 2010): 107-120. Avery Index to Architectural Periodicals, EBSCOhost
(accessed October 3, 2017).
Analysis of three neighborhoods within New Orleans, pre- and post-Katrina, 2005, that all differ in
characteristics but were all greatly affected by the hurricane. Historical overview of the culture in New
Orleans and the role of shotgun dwellings in these neighborhoods, along with the rest of the city, and
how the rebuilding process took, or didn’t take, into consideration the city’s vernacular architecture
traditions.
Wilkinson, Tracy. “20 Years After Quake, Poor Still Live in Managua’s Ruins.” Los Angeles Times.
December 1992. http://articles.latimes.com/1992-12-27/news/mn-5120_1_quake-ruins.
Another article describing the poor state that Nicaragua was left in after the earthquake and continues
to suffer from.
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Joedicke, Jürgen. Shell Architecture, With contributions by Walter Bauersfeld and Herbert Kupfer. New
York: Reinhold, 1963.
This book provided various architectural examples on concrete “shell architecture”, similar to that of the
Miami Marine Stadium.

» The following sources provide
background information and site
documentation on the typological precedents used in order to
better understand my host site.
These precedents relate to the
host in terms of the locale of the
site (water-based structure), the
construction and materiality of
the site (concrete/ hyperbolic
paraboloid), and the programming of the site (stadium). Said
documentation includes plans,
elevations, construction details,
and imagery.

“Kraanspoor” Office Building in Amsterdam.” Detail (English Edition) 2010, no. 1 ( January 2010): 5660. Art & Architecture Source, EBSCOhost (accessed October 3, 2017).
Brief introduction to iconic office building in Amsterdam, with multiple images and documentation of
plans and section details as reference.
Mets, Tracy. “Kraanspoor [Amsterdam].” Architectural Record 199, no. 2 (February 2011): 80-83. Avery
Index to Architectural Periodicals, EBSCOhost (accessed October 3, 2017).
Dutch designer, Trude Hooykaas, reveals the initial impressions and reasons in choosing the existing
crane way as a potential new location for her firm. Structural and conceptual components in the design
process are discussed further.
“OTH: Kraanspoor, Amsterdam, the Netherlands.” A & U: Architecture & Urbanism no. 4 (April 2010):
108-113. Avery Index to Architectural Periodicals, EBSCOhost (accessed October 3, 2017).
An overview of the design elements of the Amsterdam project, Kraanspoor, located directly and entirely
on the harbor. Structural details are discussed, in reference to the project’s plans and sections.
“Zarzuela’s Hippodrome.” Wikiarquitectura.com. https://en.wikiarquitectura.com/building/zarzuelashippodrome/.
Typological precedent information, with detailed site surveys and photos, on the project that influenced
the design and structure of the Miami Marine Stadium.
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» The following sources provide
statistical data of the natural
disaster associated with the host
site, in addition to history and
facts on the site itself (before
and after disruption). Interviews,
images and video content,
pertaining to the thesis topic and
site, is also provided.

“2016 Visitor Industry Overview.” Greater Miami Convention and Visitors Bureau. http://partners.
miamiandbeaches.com/~/media/files/gmcvb/partners/research%20statistics/annual-report-2016.
Statistical data provided on the visitor log information in the Miami area – both domestic and
international visitors.
“Concrete Paradise: Miami Marine Stadium.” Coral Gables Museum. http://coralgablesmuseum.org/
portfolio-item/concrete-paradise-miami-marine-stadium/.
A description of the exhibition that took place at the Coral Gables Museum, featuring the Miami
Marine Stadium.
“Flashback Miami.” Miami Herald. http://flashbackmiami.com.
This website provides a catalogue of historic photographs of Miami and several of its neighborhoods,
including Virginia Key and Key Biscayne.
Gamio, Lazaro. “100 Years of Hurricanes Hitting and Missing Florida, Visualized.” The Washington Post.
October 2016. https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/national/one-hundred-years-of-hurricanes/.
A visual representation of the amount of hurricanes, since the year 1916, that have either hit Florida or
come close to – hurricanes ranging from tropical storm to a Category 5.
Hernandez, Jorge L. “Designation Report: Commodore Ralph Middleton Munroe, Miami Marine
Stadium.” Historic Preservation Miami. http://www.historicpreservationmiami.com/pdfs/2011%20
designation%20reports%20updates/Miami_Marine_Stadium-Designation_Report.pdf.
A detailed report on the Ralph Munroe Stadium – then changed to Miami Marine Stadium – prepared
for the Historic Preservation Board.
“Hurricane Andrew: 20 Facts You May Have Forgotten (Photos, Video).” Huffington Post. Last
modified August 24, 2012. https://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/08/21/20-facts-hurricane-andrewanniversary_n_1819405.html?slideshow=true.
Photographs, videos, and stories of Hurricane Andrew.
Jacobo, Julia. “Hurricane Andrew 25 Years Later: The Monster Storm that Devastated South Miami.”
ABC News. August 2017. http://abcnews.go.com/US/hurricane-andrew-25-years-monster-stormdevastated-south/story?id=49389188.
A detailed tracking of Hurricane Andrew as it was hitting South Florida many years ago – including a
video of the news report that was recorded at the time of the storm.
“Maps: Miami Sea Level Rise: 1-6 feet.” Miami Geographic. April 2014. https://miamigeographic.
com/2014/04/21/maps-miami-sea-level-rise-1-6-ft/.
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Photographs and video simulations of the projected sea level rise for Miami area – focusing in on
various neighborhoods at a time, including South Beach.
McCaughan, Sean. “The Creation of the Eternal Miami Marine Stadium.” Curbed Miami. December
2013. https://miami.curbed.com/2013/12/9/10169544/marine-stadium-marvin-aguilar.
Structural images, video of the Stadium’s opening night, and detailed description of the Stadium’s history
from when it was built to the concerts and activities it hosted afterwards.
“Miami-Dade Land Management.” Miami-Dade County. http://gisweb.miamidade.gov/
landmanagement/.
Source for land use, zoning information, historic preservation areas, etc. of Miami-Dade County,
Florida.
“Miami Marine Stadium.” Abandoned Florida. September 2011. https://www.abandonedfl.com/miamimarine-stadium/.
Brief look into the abandoned Stadium that has been neglected by the City for many years since
Hurricane Andrew.
Miami Pop Media. “Saving the Miami Marine Stadium.” YouTube video, 08:18. Posted April 2013.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UNOoh_9bDHY.
This YouTube video includes multiple interviews – including one with the co-founder of the Friends
of Miami Marine Stadium organization, Donald Worth, as well as with the architect himself, Hilario
Candela.
Miranda, Carolina A. “Concrete Paradise, an Exhibition on the Miami Marine Stadium, on View at
Coral Gables Museum.” Architect Magazine. October 2013. http://www.architectmagazine.com/design/
culture/concrete-paradise-an-exhibition-on-the-miami-marine-stadium-on-view-at-coral-gablesmuseum_o.
An article written about the exhibition that took place at the Coral Gables Museum on the Marine
Stadium and its history.
“Sea Level Rise Viewer.” National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. https://coast.noaa.gov/
slr/#/layer/sce/4/-8924461.758276546/2967256.8773281425/15/streets/84/0.46/2050/interHigh/
midAccretion.
Sea level rise projections for Miami, Florida. Visual scenarios for Virginia Key – location of the Miami
Marine Stadium.
Shulman, Allan T., ed. Miami Modern Metropolis: Paradise and Paradox in Midcentury Architecture and
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Planning. California: Balcony Media, Inc., 2009.
This book provided great insight and photographs on the timeline of Miami as the metropolitan city that
it is today – including an excerpt on the Marine Stadium.

» The following sources provide
brief introductory analysis on intervention precedents, based on the
current initial design approaches.

Bardi, Lina Bo. “São Paulo Art Museum: São Paulo, Brazil 1957-1968.” A & U: Architecture & Urbanism
no. 2 (February 1999): 18-33. Avery Index to Architectural Periodicals, EBSCOhost (accessed
November 26, 2017).
This project was useful in researching other possibilities of supporting weight laterally. This is particularly
beneficial when thinking of the intervention approach of add an inhabitable above the Stadium’s roof
structure which was not intended to hold heavy loads.
“Copenhagen Harbour Bath/ BIG + JDS.” ArchDaily. January 2009. https://www.archdaily.com/11216/
copenhagen-harbour-bath-plot.
A look into the Copenhagen Harbour Bath dynamics and practical and safety needs required for such
a setting, such as lifeguard sight lines and dry versus wet areas.
“Gold Coast Beach Nourishment Project.” City of GoldCoast. http://www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au/mobile/
gold-coast-beach-nourishment-38539.html.
Facts on beach nourishment projects - locations, the applied process, benefits, impacts, and so
forth.

“Pier 26.” Olin. https://www.theolinstudio.com/featured-projects#/pier-26/.
Another precedent for the programming approach of harbor baths/urban-style beaches. This project
is similar in site in that is located in the city of New York and it tackles the concept of sunbathing in the
midst of a city landscape.
Rosenfield, Karissa. “New BIG-Designed Neighborhood to Activate Aarhus’ Waterfront.” ArchDaily.
September 2014. https://www.archdaily.com/551290/big-designs-7-building-waterfront-developmentin-aarhus.
Programming precedent research on harbor baths – the connection of water and land in an urban
setting. Photographs, concept description, and circulation diagrams provided.
“Sand, Rarer Than One Thinks.” UNEP Global Environmental Alert Service. March 2014. https://
na.unep.net/geas/archive/pdfs/GEAS_Mar2014_Sand_Mining.pdf.
This article discusses the important, yet ignored, issue of sand (and gravel) 				
dependency and the significant impact that the extraction has on the environment.
Torres, Aurora, Jianguo Liu, Jodi Brandt, and Kristen Lear. “The World is Facing a Global Sand Crisis.”
The Coversation. September 2017. https://theconversation.com/the-world-is-facing-a-global-sandcrisis-83557.
This article is a discussion of the increasing demand and uses of sand, as well as the 			
human and environmental consequences of the needed sand exploitation.
Wang, Lucy. “Drones Weave Moth-Inspired Pavillion from Carbon Fiber Threads.” Inhabitat. April
2017. https://inhabitat.com/drones-weave-moth-inspired-pavilion-from-carbon-fiber-threads/.
A look into the material, carbon fiber, as a possible material to use in the
			
intervention process due to its strong structural components.

Hanley, Stephen. “Carbon Fiber is Architecture’s Lightweight Future.” Green Building Elements.
December 2014. https://greenbuildingelements.com/2014/12/22/carbon-fiber-architectureslightweight-future/.
An exploration of other possible structural materials to use, aside from concrete, to incorporate into the
intervention.
“Lina Bo Bardi: Museo de Arte de Sao Paulo.” Any 1, no. 5 (March 1994): 24-25. Avery Index to
Architectural Periodicals, EBSCOhost (accessed November 26, 2017).
Additional information and photos provided for the intervention precedent researched as possible
structural approaches.
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